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2. Introduction
This report focuses on the foundational need analysis of the project entitled Create Digital
Games for Education (CDG4E) with the Grant Agreement number 2017-1-MT01-KA201026955 with a project lifecycle from September 2017 to August 2020.
Digital games are an integral part of most of our students’ life outside the classroom (Fromme,
2003). Throughout the years, games have been increasingly recognised as powerful learning
tools to facilitate students’ learning (Fromme and Unger, 2012). Most notably, games allow
students to be at the centre of the learning experience, allow room for trial and error and
make learning fun and engaging (McDaniel and Telep, 2009).
This Strategic Partnership proposes targeted efforts that challenge traditional pedagogies and
encourage the use of innovative game-based learning (GBL) methodologies for learning
purposes. Based on the present need analysis, the partnership is proposing a Game Creator
Tool (GCT) (that will run on a range of devices), developed for ease of use in classrooms to
help enrich the educational toolbox of local and European educators. This partnership will
further promote synergies, sharing of best practices, cooperation and cross-fertilisation
between the fields of technology and education.
It is envisaged that following project closure, the lessons learnt and the outputs emanating
from the project, will continue to be disseminated throughout Europe. This analysis is
conducted in order to formulate a best practices recommendations document. The results will
be then made available online for public download. The intention of this is to amplify the
project’s aims by reaching out to decision makers on curricula and hold dialogue with them
on GBL as a powerful learning methodology.
The Partnership aims to enhance the level and quality of digital competences and relevance
of students' knowledge and skills and to promote student-centered learning approaches
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through ICTs. Through this project, the consortium will seek to create an innovative method
of teaching as well as learning. ICTs will be used effectively to enable educators to diversify
their pedagogies and enable students to learn using a tool that is modern and attractive, thus
motivating students' appetite to learn.
This Strategic Partnership involves the appropriate mix of complementary project partners
with the necessary profile, experience and expertise to deliver successfully all aspects of the
project. The consortium consists of a team of academics, researchers, education consultants,
and ICT experts. MITA together with the Ministry of Education in Malta will work together to
bring a number of post-secondary schools to help us test the GCT and the pilot games
accordingly. Independently of this, MITA has a very good business relationship with most postsecondary educational institutions. The commitments and tasks have been distributed
diligently and responsibly to successfully produce high quality innovative deliverables.
As part of the Intellectual Output 1 this report summarizes the best practices research and
needs analysis based on both teachers’ and students’ perceptions.
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3. Methodology
In view of the need analysis for our digital game creator tool we built on the following key
elements which enable to provide robust, consistent, rigorous, valid and reliable comparative
results between teachers and students for both quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Our control variables are not only age, gender and nationality, but also different levels of
experience and perspectives (teacher’s and student’s point of view). For instance, our need
analysis questionnaire contained years of experience with games in general (for example
playing, designing, developing games, etc.); level of experience with playing digital games,
level of experience with game-based learning/using games within a didactical setting, level of
experience with content production, not necessarily related to games (e.g. producing videos,
creating/coding games, etc.). Additionally, we also asked if the participants have developed a
digital game or if they have ever created content by themselves, not necessarily related to
games (e.g. videos, game assets, audio etc.). Beside that we also asked for examples to get an
overview of applied practices in class.
Furthermore, we facilitate the imagination and asked the participants if they had the chance
to create an educational game, for which subject and topic would you create one. On top of
that we also assessed the level of positive influence for different types of games. Next, a
ranking about the different types of games provides further reflection of most common
practices in class when it comes to game-based learning.
We paid particular attention to the different level of skills, experiences and competences of
our target groups. Furthermore, several questions referred to the usefulness and ease of use
via the USE Questionnaire: Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease of use with items modified from
colleagues (Lund, 2001; Davis, 1989).
Finally, our participants indicated their level of desirability to different functionalities of a
game creator tool and also what a game with educational value be/do. To conclude, we closed
the need analysis by asking for any other needs for games which the participants would like
to share with us. These questions provided us with a broad overview of the needs of our target
groups.
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All latent constructs were assessed by applying multi-item 7-point Likert scales (from 1 =
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree).

4. Results of the Survey
As illustrated in Figure 1, altogether 133 teachers and 58 students have shared their point of
view. Overall, 191 individuals participated in this survey for identifying the needs. In percent,
the teachers made up 70% of the participants and the students make up a percentage 30%.
104 participants (54%) have the nationality of Luxembourg. Furthermore, 47 Germanspeaking individuals (25%) took part in this survey. 35 individuals (18%) are habitants of Malta.
Finally, 5 participants (3%) from other European countries finished this survey.

Figure 1 Engaged teachers and students
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Figure 2 shows that the participants were largely common in the category 26 to 45 years. 102
participants (53%) made up this category. Regarding the division of the gender in the survey,
114 female participants (60%) completed the survey. The other 40% (77 men) were male
participants.

Figure 2 Age and gender of the participants

53% of all the 191 survey participants were between 26 to 45 years old.
Altogether, 60% females and 40% male shared their point of views via this need analysis.
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Figure 3 displays the participants’ experience with games in years. 47 participants (25%) had
5 years or less experience with games. 55 people (29%) had 5 to 10 years of experience with
games. People with 11 to 20 years of experience made up 25% of the participants (48 people).
41 participants (21%) had more than 21 years of experience.

Figure 3 Game experience in years

Teachers’ perceived level of experience in years with (playing digital) games is distributed
almost equally.

In Figure 4 illustrates the perceived level of experience with playing digital games.
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Figure 4 Perceived level of experience with playing digital games

In Figure 5 the participants rate their level of experience with game-based learning/using
games within a didactical setting on a scale from 1 (low experience) to 7 (high experience).
26 participants (14%) stated that they have low experience (scale: 1) with such games. 35
people (18%) gave the answer of 2 (scale: 2). The largest amount of people (51 people, 27%)
answered with the scale of 3. The people who gave a rating of 4, made up 23% of the
participants (44 people). 19 participants (10%) chose the rating of 5. The rating of the scale 6
was chosen by 13 people (7%). 3 people (2%) claimed to have a high experience (scale: 7) with
these games.
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Figure 5 Perceived level of experience with game-based learning/using games within a didactical setting

Both students and teachers rate their average level of experience at 3.2.
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In Figure 6, the participants rated their level of experience with content production that is not
necessarily related to games (e.g. producing videos, etc.) on a scale from 1 (low experience)
to 7 (high experience). 50 people (26%) claimed to have low experience (scale: 1) in this field.
The rating of 2 was used by 36 participants (19%). 25 people (13%) chose the rating of 3. 23
individuals (12%) claim to have an average knowledge in this field (scale: 4). 17% of the
participants (32 people) chose the rating of 5. 18 people used the rating of 6. 7 participants
(4%) claimed to have a high experience in this field.

Figure 6 Level of experience with content production, not necessarily related to games

On average, teachers assess their level of experience at 3.1 and students 3.3.
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Figure 7 shows how many people have developed a digital game on their own. 143 people
(75%) claimed not to have created a digital game before. 48 people (25%) state that they have
in fact developed such a game.

Figure 7 Previous development activities of a digital game

On average 20% of all teachers and 36% of all participating students have already
developed a digital game.
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Following examples have been provided:
Lycée Section B mathématique-informatique (Programmation de petits jeux) & Uni
(Geogebra); Games with Tiny Tap and other apps on the iPad.; Small mathematical games
using GeoGebra and GeoGebraScript including a timer and a highscore function. Included in
webpage to store analytical data in a database.; Game development using Stencyl; Modules
for MathemaTIC.lu; Interactive quizzes based on Hot Potatoes software in JavaScript; Unity
seemed ok to me, but was in fact to hard to learn / apply; Little projects with my students an
the Blender Game Engine and on Game Maker; 1.role-playing 2. educational stuff; remakes of
classics (Space invaders, Pac Man, ...) AI for classics (Mancala, 4 gewinnt, ...) Current Project :
App to play Star Wars Destiny (pre-alpha); Just one: Auf dem Gymnasium im
Informatikunterricht haben wir ein chinesisches Brettspiel programmiert.; very basic,
primitive games, just for practice; Student Projects in University, Freelance Work; I was
responsible for project development and management, application of funds but not
programming for a participatory with 5th class pupils produced serius browser game teaching
intercultural and sustainable development content.; Lost Earth 2307; I developed games in my
spare time, for university projects and professionally.; a copy of Frog 1990; small games with
flash; Using construct 3; No opportunities to learn how to develop such games; Various genres,
some finished but not published, others unfinished (concept prototypes).; Yes, for example, a
math game to practice simple equations; Snakes and Ladders with educational theme; created
games for schoolprojects; It was for an Assignment in School. We had to creat a game and
code it by myself.; Created games using scratch and PowerPoint; I have programmed my own
digital games; For a school project; I've made games for assignments, I really enjoyed making
them, especially the last one since my classmates didn't want to stop playing it for the time
being.; Gamification representing history, game for secondary schools; Several games were
developed as a school assignment; Multiple games for school assignments also some game
ideas where created in my free time. One in particular I am still working on. All games are
implemented on UNITY.; Created a few basic games using unity as I studied at mcast, BoS
Multimedia Software Dev. Created an FPS for my thesis as well.; multiple games"
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Figure 8 presents the results of how many participants have created content (such as videos,
audio, game assets, etc.) on their own before. 122 people (64%) stated that they have created
such content. On the other hand, 69 people (36%) have not created such content before.

Figure 8 Previous creation of content, not necessarily related to games

On average, 65% of participating teachers and 60% of participating students have already
created digital content.
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Following examples have been provided:

"Have you ever created content by yourself, not necessarily related to games (e.g. videos, game assets,
audio etc.)? If yes, please provide examples: [Comment]; I made several videos (for birthdays) Stop
motion films Film for pupils (to explain a task or as introduction); SimpleShow, how to videos, memrise
content; Books with book creator app, comics with halftone app, movies with stopmotion app, movies
with imovie; iTeo (storytelling), iMovie; Class dojo Iteo Comic Life Book Creator; Videos; Movies for
school and privat purposes!; - A variety of maps in Minecraft (Minecraft EDU, more recently Minecraft
Education) to be used in school. - a variety of learning videos (flipped classroom); Videos; Audio &
video; Digital photo devices; Interactive course material using LaTeX and GeoGebra embedded in
webpage. Students enjoyed the experience.; Audio book written and told by students; Using the spark
video app, stopmotion; promo videos for brands; Während mengem Studium op der Uni.lu (Bachelor
Siences de l'Education) hunn mir geleegentlech Saachen zesummen produzéiert: Geschichten anhand
vun Fotoen, eng VJ Jam Session a kleng Filmer.; Help to create digital math. learning plateform; Videos,
Greenscreen, Radio; Videos (private holidays, video for scouts, etc) Audios (écoute for my second
grade class) math games (but not digital); Video clips, pictures, logos, publicity, mostly graphic design
stuff; Audio & Videos; Swift Playground; Movies, podcasts; Did some video and audio cutting.; - videos
- little computer programms; Web pages, DAW recordings; Screencasts, tutorials, audiobooks, short
movies, stop motion clips,...; Same as before; Videos for private use; Filled Olefa websites; Video
tutorials and blogs with students; 3d visialisations of the different exercices in the branche Conception
3d. https://conception3dsite.wordpress.com/; Games for school; Videos on youtube; audio, video,
photoshop, website; Youtubes for course illustration, tutorials, ...; Just e few: Videos mit iMovie, AudioDateien mit iTeo und einen Vokabeltrainer.; shorts; 3D Models, Artwork, Animation; Videos, audio files
--> only produced with the smart phone; videos with viva video; videogametests in videoform and
document video audio; Audios, music, films, games, arts & dance; I created, designed and integrated
missions for Lost Earth 2307. I created, wrote and implemented several chapters and questionaires for
the web based training software ""SAR-Tutor""; videos, homepages,...; Photoshop photo editing, video
editing; graphics, video, websites etc. I am a graphic/web designer; Videos, Webpages, Activities with
digital games; videos, audio, it was great fun.; I do it every time for my lectures at University.; picture
stories to share experience on EU /teaching projects ; powerpoint presentations used as instructional
material + dissemination of activities/events; movie-maker for videos for presentations...; Using
audacity; videos on Youtube; A Video to show the students how they can actually do it.; presentations
during workshops and lessons with audio and video editing. very basic; Mostly music and some game
models and textures, unpublished.; I worked with an educational TV channel and had my own
programme for school aged pupils. I participated in a project to create a CD with resources for teachers
with a quiz approach to the game. This was way back in 1998.; For various school subjects, for private
matters, and for work, I have created videos (e.g. short films) , developed small computer games (e.g.
math games), and audio clips (e.g. an children audio book).; Video gedreht und geschnitten, audiodatei
geringfügig bearbeitet; I have created videos/movies and audio; Videos produced for school projects;
Webinar; Videos, Illustrations, Publications, Images (Color granding and compositions) , Audio editing;
Lets Play Videos; music, short videos; Videos and graphics mostly; Digital illustrator; Videos Fotos
Sound; YouTube videos, graphic designs; Streaming Let's Plays Videos, Audios; AMVs (Video edits), Art;
created textures, scripts and videos; Course notes, videos, screencast, images, animations; I've made
sprites and videos.; Videos; Some youtube gaming videos, both video and pictures; Videos; Assets such
as 3d models; 3D models; Websites, Videos and Posters for an esports organization which is based in
Malta; Created programs and edited videos as part of my studies.; Stop motion videos...; Videos;
soundtracks, youtube videos, textures"
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If you had the chance to create an educational game, for which subject and topic would
you create one (e.g. Maths: angles; Biology: the cell)?

Maths; GeoGebra; English: differentiated, autonomous learning content according to cefr which also
keeps track of student progress; Language - find images to the spoken text; German: auditive Training;
Maths: fractions; French / lux. vocabulary,; yes; Math: equations; French: vocabulary; Science:
Anatomy,; German story telling; German: reading; oral language use, syntax, text exercices
(mathematics); Science: the Human body; Math; reading strategies; French German; Sport and social
subjects; Language: creative writing; Maths; Maths: problem situations; ?; Maths: geometry; Verbs;
German; Maths: forms, sciences; Environment consultant; Maths; Algebra; Languages: practice;
Maths: angles, equations, word problems (Sachaufgaben); Maths; Language: Wortschatz- Satzbau;
Language; German vocabulary; Maths; Fractions, Angles, body function, digestion...; Maths and
languages; no; Maths: Hundertertafel; Math; history or about the environment; No; Mathé a
Sproochförderung; German: write essays; Maths: logical trainer; Self-reliance; German : Learning
software for the MILA-Programm; Math, chemistry, physics; French- grammar (related to LUXsituation); Economics; Mathematics; language - vocabulary plus image; German and French;
French/German : Language aquisition; Geography; History of art; language - grammar; Language; I
would create a real game (fun, suspense, ...) and then use it where I think it coul fit in my curriculum,
or create a game with my pupils or let them create theirs.; Math: comprehension of numbers; German:
letters; Economics; History: the past decades of our country of Luxembourg; Maths: geometrie or
numbers and operations; Maths& reading/ writing; Math, CHemistry, Physics; MathemaTIC for Cycle
3; French; Maths / german; Intro to programming; Language; German; French/German: vocabulary,
verbs ; Maths: Brüche, angles, 1x1, ...; Maths: surface area and perimeter; Stickstoffkreislauf;
Geographie: our country; Arts; Languages: verbs; Technology: important; Geography: Countries, flags,
cultures, languages, pictures, videos of peoples and events...; French: Listening comprehension; Allux:
Textverständnis; German Syntax; german; No preferences! The tool should enable the possibility to
create a game for any subject!; Computer science : Programming; setting up a business; Language:
Vocabulary; Politics: Democracy; Psychology/philosophy; English, Biology, Art, Design and Technology;
Copyright, Private Policy etc.; biology; sozial competence; Français; history; diversity; German:
vocabulary; Differen subjects; Climate Change; philosophy (ethics & logic); Biology: Environment,
Human body; Languages; No; rule the world; Programming; Math cubes; Geometry; /; Any subjects;
Maths: Numbers and quantities; History: Holocaust; working together, motivation; language quizzes:
featured quizz: authors: american literature; Any science subject that entails an element of
gamification; Maths, English, Social Studies(Cross-curricular): Treasure Hunt; Language learning primarily English at MQF 1/2; Storytelling; Graphics; Maths: angles or Physics / VET Electronics: Resistor
colour codes; PSCD: Peer relationships; Maths; Programming : Simple Constructs; Maths and IT; maths;
English or Maths; Computing: Number Systems (and other topics in Computing); physics and
astronomy; Computing; Deutsch: Rechtschreibung; Computer Science, Basic Programming Skills;
hematology; Biologie: Muskeln des Körpers; Mathe: Wahrscheinlichkeiten; Any; Biologe; Languages;
Maths: geometry; Maths; Maths; For painting; Maths; /; Physiks and chemistry; English: times (eg.
present perfect continuous) Arts history: Renaissance, History: 30jähriger Krieg,; biology; Politics:
International Trading; Math; Maths; English; History; Art; Music; Art; Accessibilty for Persons with
Disability; Maths, Engineering, physics; economy: business management; Educate values not topics,
like what does it mean to be European; English: text writing, Media technology: color theory, design
principles; Maths:statistics; Emotion managment; Physics:Forces; Language: Vocabulary; History,
chemistry; Biology: Evolution; Maths; Biology; History: The Great Siege; Maltese Language
evolution/history; Maths; Maths algebra; Maths; Maths: area; English; History of Malta, but fun.;
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Biology: every topic that has to do with the body/anatomy; biology: the human brain; Computer
Studies: Computer Architecture; Chemistry, and biology apart from cell such as tissue function etc;
Maltese; Maths or ICT; History; Physics; Gravity.; Science; History; Maths, German, Sachunterricht;
Maths; Maths, Computing; Biology

Figure 9 presents the indication of the level of positive influence (e.g. mood, positive feelings,
etc.) of specific types of games on a scale from 1 (no positive influence) to 7 (high positive
influence).

Figure 9 Perceived level of positive influence of different types of games.

Positive influence tends to dominate across different types of games. Card games, board
games and educational games lead the top three list.
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Figure 10 illustrates the average answers teachers’ and students’ point of view regarding the
perceived level of positive influence of different types of games.

Figure 10 Average answer of the perceived level of positive influence of different types of games.

Teachers and students tend to share the same perception regarding the positive influence
of different types of games.

Figure 11 Perceived level of positive influence of different types of games among students and teachers.
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Positive influence tends to dominate across different types of games.

Figure 12 and 13 present the answers on the participants’ experience with use-friendly games
on a scale from 1 (not at all important) to 7 (extremely important).

Figure 12 What makes a game easy and simple to use?

Teachers and students tend to share the same perception regarding the definition of user
friendliness of games.
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Figure 13 Average answers: What makes a game easy and simple to use?

Following examples have been provided
A big faq section and a „helpdesk“ for additional questions; The game should be hard enough
to give me the feeling that I accomplished/finished sth that required skill, motivation and
concentration. Easy games don´t give me the same ""reward"" as i know other can accomplish
the task as fast and good as I do.; The game design should be attractive (pictures, colours etc)
The game should include a story; - open souce - let students create/add content; Possibility to
integrate more languages to the interface.; Reward system in the game would be a high
motivational factor; The students/pupils should be able to create their own game! (Not
consumers, but creators themselves!); - the game/creator tool should always give appropriate
feedback to not leave the user without a clue of what for example went wrong (it's is not a
problem when the user fails, but it is a problem, when the user has no clue how to avoid the
failure next time) - in order to not get lost in one's headspace when designing such an
application it is very important to get the actual users on board as soon as possible and
conduct usability tests, preference tests,...- what is the intended outcome of this project? i
think this should be also clear to the end-user- usability should be intuitive, not necessarily
easy; there should be a clever idea behind that makes it worth to go on; I have tended to lose
patience and interest if things become to difficult or stressful or simply different steps of the
game take too long to achieve ... i simply move on! so maintaining interest is high on my list
another thing which tends to annoy me is the frequently of rewards/tokens displayed ... i tend
to lose interest once again and log out ! never to return!!; More games that help our children
to enhance their creativity. The system is killing our children creativity and at the same time
they are feeling bored and stressed at school. For such children the break time is hell, always
have to stay in the same area doing the same things ( this is a statement that my son expressed
with me when he was 6 and currently for him break time is still the time when he gets more
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frustrated); Educational games should steer away from quiz-based gameplay, and instead be
fast-paced, active, and with rewards that aid/influence the game mechanics, not just increase
the score.; the type of accompanying background music enhances the concentration and
enables ease of use.; Re the above I did not understand what ‘positive influence’ meant and
so I don’t think my response is valid but the form did not let me leave it empty. I have played
and enjoyed a number of these games but further to enjoyment I’m not sure what I got from
them.; It should be easy to stop anytime you want to and to continue on the same place; small
Achievements gaining coins, Repetition of Contents with Bonus Points; Implementing a
multiplayer mode can be a huge benefit; Using the game should not involve a complicated
interface with finger twitching etc.; no ideas because I have a low level at playing games.; it
needs good graphics, appealing to the eye or else I will most likely lose interest; Like in skyrim
or so where you can choose your proficiency and this matter you have to solve problems in
this subject. And you are able to learn other subjects too which can increae the strength of
your character. Also the main story line shouldn't be just about learning as long as the kids are
aware that they are learning it isn't that funny as when the learn effect comes along with a
great storyline; a challenge neither too hard nor too easy is important; It's important to
analyse the different type of gamers, as not everyone is able to satisfy the time commitment
required; A proper User Interface should also be created. The user interface must be kept
simple and easy to use. Reference can be made to the 10 heuristics by Jakob Nielsen.; An
education game should not be marketed as such, but leave the educational part feel natural
and not forced upon the user, no user is going to play a game when the primary focus is to
teach, that is the biggest reason why school is not popular"
Figure 14 und 15 present on the participants rated their experience on what makes a game
useful for learning and/or teaching on a scale from 1 (not at all important) to 7 (extremely
important).

Figure 14 What makes a game useful for learning and/or teaching?
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Teachers and students tend to share the same perception how to make a game useful for
education.

Figure 15 Average answer among students and teachers: What makes a game useful for learning and/or teaching?
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Further provided ideas or details
should learn me that I can do it myself, research myself, not always depends on other people;
As you got your Intention it is very important for us (teachers) to have a (didactical) guide of
your view on how to use it in class!; Gaining more self confidence; sometimes a games makes
you learn something and you are not aware that it happens! Thats what makes it special
sometimes.; the last idea (relation to the curriculum) is very important!!; Every game can
theoretically be used to allow learners to learn something related to the curriculum...;
Tracking of progression for self-assessment.; Everything you teach in tehe classroom has to
bee related to the curriculum (last question); playing and accomplishing: fun, joy and results;
I believe it is all subject to the teacher(s) creative flair and vision on how to implement any
aspect of any game to
a. make learning more authentic and meaningful.
b. facilitate activities through which students will learn to learn.
c. enhance different attitudes that go beyond content but enhance elements in the social
aspects.; the i + 1 is also important to me in this regard in that game learning should also
enable self-directed learning; that it is not too much of a time consuming activity. The ideal
would be not more than 10 minutes in the lesson.; I did not understand what ‘didactical
methods on how to use th game for teaching’ referred to.
For me it’s more important that a game manages to get learners involved with a concept than
that it ‘saves’ us lesson time so that we ‘cover content faster’; Try to variate a lot; having a
further tool in my trainer-toolbox; Life skills and social skills are as important as the curriculum.
Games can teach values.; A different style of learning wouldd defintely help students to pay
attention and memorize the content as it is shown visually; AIt is only fun to learn when the
learning part is part of the context and not taken apart like in a school curriculum"
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Figure 16 and 17 display the participants’ level of desirability of specific functionalities of a
game creator tool.

Figure 16 Perceived level of desirability regarding specific functionalities of a game creator tool.

Teachers and students tend to share the same perception regarding specific functionalities
of a game creator tool.

Figure 17 Perceived level of desirability of students and teachers regarding specific functionalities of a game creator tool.
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Further provided ideas or details

Adding programming features to the creator tool may enable experienced users to create more
complex features.; the creator tool should be as easy as prezi or wix to add content it would be
desirable if one could do some hyperlinks (for example to youtube, ...); choice of languages; Something
like a wordpress for game design would be great!; the combination of story-driven learning content
within the game creator tool would fit.; helping teachers/educators to NOT appear as green as they
look is very desirable!; Innovation from Young People can be used; I am able to create games from
scratch"
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Figure 19 displays what the participants think a game with education value is and does on a scale from 1 (not at all important) to 7 (extremely
important).
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Figure 18 What should a game with educational value be/do?

Figure 19 illustrates students and teachers’ average answers regarding what a game with education value is and does on a scale from 1 (not at all
important) to 7 (extremely important).

Figure 19 Perceptions among students and teachers: What should a game with educational value be/do?
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Please add any further ideas or details in this regard (open question):
Multiplayer: it really depends on the kind of game. While multiplayer games are fun and useful, the
main focus should be the single-player experience. Reward system: It's a double-edged sword. If the
game has reward systems, they need to be properly balanced to influence the intrinsic motivation of
the user and thus provoke a change in behavior. Challenge: A game that adapts its difficulty to its
current player would be amazing. (instant feedback and reaction to the learner); The game should be
creative (means that pupils should be able to create something within the game instead of simple
""using"" a software. The game should be affordable for lower-income parents; I do not understand
the purpose of the ""... cover interesting topics"" question. As I am forced to answer it I chose 1. From
a teachers view I am always creating content for interesting topics, but on the other hand this doesn't
mean the topic is of interest for a student. From a students perspective, a game will always cover
interesting topics for me, because I will only choose games with a topic or game mechanic which
interests me. If I am forced to use a game (including games with a topic I am not interested in) by a
teacher ... well then it defies the definition of a game.; what advertising promises shall correspond to
the truth; and easy to use and instruct

Are there any other needs for games (e.g. in general, educational games, game creator
tools) which you would like to share with us at this stage?
Yes, in Luxembourg there is no offer for an educational game to learn the german or the luxembourgish
language that fits in our multilingual context; Please do not misuse games for educational purposes.
Play and gaming, are by themselves strong learning tools, and should be part of education without
perverting it by putting it into an « educational » or « serious » setting to trick children to believe it
would be a game but instead disguising it and having anothet substitution of regular curricular shemes.
There are a lot of these games already out there, and some are not bad but a lot of them are. So if this
tool should work, which I deeply hope, it should provide the opportunity for teachers as well, and more
importantly, for students to create games quite easily and then leave them the freedom hiw they will
work with it. I which you luck.; Classcraft; sure, a lot.; Need to collect info/data for progress /
assessment /marking/remarks on an individual basis when game is played out of class Please note that
i have never played world of warcraft and sandbox games (minecraft) and so these were rated at no
positive influence due to my inexperience with these games ... in order to submit ...thanks; Games
should be fun,challenging yet enable learning and gaining certain skills e.g. teamwork, communication,
creativity; games should have different levels for different abilities; Creating digital games club should
take place at schools It is vital to be promoted well at school; Currently I rarely have an internet
connection available, so I would value a game being downloadable.; run on mobile phones; there
should be more good games like fortnite for smartphones and tablets, this is also important for
learning games; The game should be as accessible as possible to the widest group of users, including
using multi modal control (mouse/joystick/keyboard/switch interface and feedback
Iimages/audio/text) so that users with disability can possibly equally benefit.; I noticed that games
with an emotional and complex story, good character-development & unique art-style happen to be
really popular. Or when it breaks the 4th wall.; Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality leaves immersive
experiences, while not being too difficult to develop with software such as Unity; Don't market it as a
special game which is ""all about learning"", and if possible distribute it how most video games do
(steam, psn, etc)"
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5. Best Practice List
Title

Link

Description

1

What
Remains of
Edith Finch

http://store.steampo
wered.com/app/5013
00/What_Remains_of
_Edith_Finch/

2

In Between

http://gentlymad.org
/game/inbetween

3

That
Dragon,
Cancer

What Remains of Edith Finch is a collection of
16 and above
strange tales about a family in Washington
state. As Edith, you’ll explore the colossal Finch
house, searching for stories as she explores her
family history and tries to figure out why she's
the last one in her family left alive.
Be invited to reflect on life while getting to
7 and above
know the story of the dying protagonist and his
inevitable struggle for existence. Dive into the
atmosphere of a dense, hand painted game
while exploring the reason why you are here.
Welcome to a world In Between.
An immersive, narrative experience that retells 3 and above
Joel Green’s 4-year fight against cancer
through about two hours of poetic, imaginative
interaction that explores themes of faith, hope
and love.

6.

http://www.thatdrag
oncancer.com/

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

Topic

Genre

Death, Sickness

Adventure,
Walking
simulator

Death, Sickness

Adventure

Death, Sickness

Adventure
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Title

Link

4

Papers,
Please

http://papersplea.se/

5

This War of
Mine

6.

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

The communist state of Arstotzka has just
ended a 6-year war with neighboring Kolechia
and reclaimed its rightful half of the border
town, Grestin. Your job as immigration
inspector is to control the flow of people
entering the Arstotzkan side of Grestin from
Kolechia. Among the throngs of immigrants
and visitors looking for work are hidden
smugglers, spies, and terrorists. Using only the
documents provided by travelers and the
Ministry of Admission's primitive inspect,
search, and fingerprint systems you must
decide who can enter Arstotzka and who will
be turned away or arrested.
http://store.steampo In This War Of Mine you do not play as an elite
wered.com/app/2820 soldier, rather a group of civilians trying to
70/This_War_of_Min survive in a besieged city; struggling with lack
e/?
of food, medicine and constant danger from
snipers and hostile scavengers. The game
provides an experience of war seen from an
entirely new angle.

Target group

Topic

Genre

17 and above

War, Politics, Moral

Simulation,
Point-andClick, Puzzle

18 and above

War, Politics, Moral

Survival
Game
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Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

6

Vailant
Hearts

https://www.ubisoft.
com/dede/game/valianthearts

12 and above

War, Politics, Moral

Puzzle,
Adventure

7

ElectroCity

http://www.electroci
ty.co.nz/

This is the story of crossed destinies and a
broken love in a world torn apart. All of them
will try to survive the horror of the trenches
following their faithful canine companion. In
Valiant Hearts, the lives of all these characters
are inextricably drawn together over the
course of the game. Friendship, love, sacrifice
and tragedy befall each one as they help each
other to retain their humanity against the
horrors of war.
ElectroCity is an online computer game that
lets players manage their own virtual towns
and cities. It’s great fun to play and also
teaches players all about energy, sustainability
and environmental management in New
Zealand.

Students
between
Years 7 and 9

Biology,
Geography,
Health

8

Portal

http://foundry10.org
/subjectareas/twpfaq/

manage own virtual
towns and cities,
making important
decisions and
learning about
energy generation,
environmental
management and
many more practical
and relevant
concepts.
Physics, Math, Game
Design, Language
Arts

6.

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Teach with Portals is a community of educators age 2 to 70
who are interested in using Portal as a tool for
teaching.

Puzzle
Platform
game,
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6.

Title

Link

9

Minecraft

https://education.mi
necraft.net/

10

Classcraft

https://www.classcra
ft.com/blog/

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Minecraft: Education Edition is an open-world
game that promotes creativity, collaboration,
and problem-solving in an immersive
environment where the only limit is your
imagination.
Classcraft transforms school by taking the
video game mechanics that provide rich and
interesting play experiences and applying them
to the classroom setting. Using Quests,
teachers can overlay their course content and
learning activities onto interactive maps,
essentially making their lessons a choose-yourown-adventure experience. Each point on the
map consists of a learning activity created by
the teacher, which could be a worksheet,
video, quiz, or other material, alongside an
optional narrative element. As students
complete activities, the adventure unfolds,
getting them excited to progress and find out
what happens next.

Target group

Topic

Genre
Game
Design Tool

3 and up

Constructing,
Exploring

Open World
Game,
Sandbox
Adventure

12 and up

Role Playing,
Heroes,
Learning,
Improving

Gamificatio
n
application
for
class,
classroom
managemen
t,
Role Playing
Game
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Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

11

Lure of the
labyrinth

https://labyrinth.thin
kport.org/www/educ
ators.php

9 till 13

Math, basics
in Algebra

12

Kerbal
Space
Program

http://kerbaledu.com
/

Lure of the Labyrinth is a digital game for
middle-school pre-algebra students. It includes
a wealth of intriguing math-based puzzles
wrapped into an exciting narrative game in
which students work to find their lost pet - and
save the world from monsters!
Kerbal Space Program is a sandbox game that
is based on a realistic physics model and
physics concepts are implicitly interwoven in
the gameplay.

14 and up

13

Duolingo

https://schools.duoli
ngo.com/

Duolingo is a great tool for students and
educators to get the most out of their time
together in the classroom. It is Duolingo
adapted for groups of students and their
educators. Whether as an extra credit
homework assignment, an in-class exercise, or
as a way for students to stay language fit over
the summer, instructors are finding many uses
for the exciting new Duolingo for Schools.

11 and up

Engineering,
space travel,
aerospace,
exploring,
experimenting,
astronomy
Language

Point and
Click
Adventure,
Math
learning
game
Space flight
simulation

6.

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Language
learning
tool,
Gamificatio
n
application
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Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

14

Kahoot

getkahoot.com

/

Quiz

Learning,
Education

15

Quizbreak

clear.msu.edu/quizbr
eak

/

Quiz

Learning,
Education

16

Educaplay

https://www.educapl
ay.com/

/

Quiz

Learning,
Education

17

Sploder

www.sploder.com

/

game design,
storytelling

Learning

18

Cyberkidz

www.cyberkidz.de

Kahoot provides a game-based learning tool
that can be played through most web browsers
(at http://kahoot.it) and through our App. A
Kahoot game (referred to as a “Kahoot”)
consists of players answering multiple-choice
questions presented on the screen of the user
who hosts the particular game or, in un-hosted
games, on the screens of the participants in the
particular game itself.
QuizBreak! is a highly flexible program that
allows teachers to create fun, Jeopardy®-like
games for the language classroom.
Create and find educational activities, manage
groups, export your resources and use it in any
device.
Sploder is a place where anyone can make
games online and share them with the world.
There are several different types of game
creators, and no programming skill is
necessary. All you need is a good imagination
and a desire to be creative.
Cyberkidz is an educational platform for boys
and girls in the age of 4 till 12 years. Lessons
are translated to games and by playing these
educational games, children will practice

4 till 12 years

math, literacy,
geography, creative,
science

Learning,
Education

6.

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)
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6.

Title

Link

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

Topic

Genre

Learning,
Education

subjects they learn in elementary school
(Preschool, Kindergarten, Grades 1-6).
19

DigiPuzzle

www.digipuzzle.net

On these pages you can find hours and hours
of learning fun.

3 and up

20

Quizizz

quizizz.com

6 and up

21

Quizlet

quizlet.com

6 and up

all school subjects

Learning,
Education

22

Bingobaker

bingobaker.com

6 and up

all school subjects

Arcade

23

Brain-Fit

www.brain-fit.com/

Individual quizes can be created. Avatars,
leaderboards, temes, music, and memes can
also be included.
Anyone can use Quizlet to study and learn
content created by other users, or to create
your own custom study sets. You can also
share sets with friends, classmates or your
students.
Bingo Baker makes it easy to create bingo
cards. You can generate hundreds of random
cards and print them using the printer-friendly
PDF (with no ads or watermarks). You can also
save paper (and waste electricity instead) by
playing your bingo game online (it works on
the iPad).
Brain training puzzels.

Multiplication,
Alphabet, Clocks,
Counting, Math,
Typing, Reading
all school subjects

/

Logical thinking

Learning

Learning,
Education
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Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

www.schule.at

School portal full of educational games

6 and up

all school subjects

Learning

25

Schule.at –
Österreichis
ches
Schulportal
Showbie

all school subjects

Learning

26

ClassDojo

all school subjects

Learning

27

bettermarks

math

Learning

28

playcodemo
nkey

https://www.classdoj
o.com
http://bettermarks.c
om/
https://www.playcod
emonkey.com/

Showbie makes it easy to create and upload
6 and up
assignments that students can complete using
Showbie’s built-in tools, or by app smashing
with thousands of compatible apps. With
powerful features to help teachers provide
feedback, grading has never been faster — or
more comprehensive.
The simple way to build an amazing classroom 6 and up
community
Adaptive learning with interactive maths books 9 and up

programming

Learning

29

The Battle
of Polytopia

managing cities

Adventure

6.

24

https://www.showbi
e.com/

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

CodeMonkey is a fun and educational game
6 and up
environment where students learn to code in a
real programming language, no previous
experience needed.
https://itunes.apple.c The Battle of Polytopia is a turn based strategic 12 and up
om/us/app/superadventure. It's a game about ruling the world,
tribes/id1006393168 fighting evil AI tribes, discovering new lands
?mt=8
and mastering new technologies.
Auto generated maps make each game a new
experience, with unlimited replay value.
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Title

Link

30

The
Everything
Mashine

https://tinybop.com/
apps/the-everythingmachine

31

Cargo-Bot

32

Gravity
Hook HD

33

Star Walk

6.

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

THE EVERYTHING MACHINE uses a simple
9–11
visual programming language. Assemble parts
to invent anything you can imagine. Try a few
example machines, then make your own!
https://itunes.apple.c Cargo-Bot is a puzzle game where you teach a 9–11
om/at/app/cargorobot how to move crates. Sounds simple,
bot/id519690804?mt right? It features 36 fiendishly clever puzzles,
=8
haunting music and stunning retina graphics.
You can even record your solutions and share
them on YouTube to show your friends.
https://itunes.apple.c Gravity Hook HD is a vertical climbing game for 9 and up
om/at/app/gravitythe iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad
hookhd/id381641994?mt=
8
https://itunes.apple.c Star Walk 2 is an exquisite stargazing tool that 4 and up
om/at/app/star-walk- combines astronomical data with premium
dietechnology to deliver an effortless journey
sternenkarte/id29543 through thousands of stars, comets, and
0577?mt=8
constellations. All you have to do is point your
iPhone or iPad at the sky.

Topic

Genre

programming,
inventing

Education

Logical thinking

Game

Logical thinking

Game

Astronomy

Education
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6.

34

35

36

37

Title

Link

Explain
Everything™
Classic

https://itunes.apple.c
om/at/app/explaineverythingclassic/id431493086?
mt=8

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Visualize, share, and grow ideas in an infinite
collaborative space.
Explain Everything is a free-form creation tool
that innovates getting a message from your
mind to the eyes and ears of audiences, all
from a mobile device.
ArtRage
https://itunes.apple.c Turn your iOS device in to a digital art studio
om/us/app/artrage/i with a full range of familiar tools that feed
your creativity! ArtRage is a canvas for thick
d391432693?mt=8
oils and delicate watercolors, a sketchpad with
a full set of pencils, a sheet of paper with a
stack of wax crayons and more, all in one.
jigsawplanet https://www.jigsawpl Jigsaw Planet is an ideal place for playing free
anet.com/
online jigsaw puzzles. Create puzzles from your
images, collect, exhibit and share them with
your friends.
scratch
https://scratch.mit.e With Scratch, you can program your own
du/
interactive stories, games, and animations —
and share your creations with others in the
online community.
Scratch helps young people learn to think
creatively, reason systematically, and work
collaboratively — essential skills for life in the
21st century.
Scratch is a project of the Lifelong

Target group

Topic

Genre

4 and up

Communication,
Studying

Education

4 and up

Drawing

Entertainme
nt

6 and up

creating puzzels

Entertainme
nt

8 to 16

program interactive
stories, games, and
animations

Education
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6.

Title

Link

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

Topic

Genre

/

programming

Learning,
Game

/

programming, game
design

Learning,
Game

/

game design

Learning,
Game

Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab. It is
provided free of charge.

38

AppGameKit https://www.appgam
ekit.com/

39

Axis Game
Factory

https://www.axisgam
efactory.com/

40

Game-Guru

https://www.gameguru.com/

AppGameKit is an easy to learn game
development engine, ideal for Beginners,
Hobbyists & Indie developers. Now anyone can
quickly code and build apps for multiple
platforms using AppGameKit's Scripting
system. With just a few commands you can
have demos and games up and running on
mobile devices.
AGFPRO v3.0 is a comprehensive toolset
designed to provide game developers,
hobbyists and gamers with a powerful and
rapid level creation, terrain/vegetation editing,
lighting and atmosphere system and runs on
the PC, Mac and Linux operating systems.
With GameGuru you can build your own world,
using easy to use, creative and enjoyable tools.
Populate your world by placing down
characters, weapons, ammo and other game
items, then, by pressing just one button your
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Title

Link

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

Topic

Genre

/

game design

Learning,
Game

/

animation

Learning

6 and up

learning, studying

Education

game is built automatically for you, ready to
play.
41

RPG Maker

42

Spriter Pro

43

playposit

http://www.rpgmake
rweb.com/

The RPG Maker series allows you to customize
every aspect of your game with an easy-to-use
interface, making it perfect for beginners yet
powerful enough for experts. Unleash the
power of RPG Maker to create your own RPG
Masterpiece!
http://store.steampo Spriter makes it easy for anyone, regardless of
wered.com/app/3323 experience, to create 2D game animations
60/Spriter_Pro/
using a technique called Modular Animation.
Individual sprite pieces can be attached to
bones and then easily animated with the
powerful, yet easy to use toolset.
https://www.playposi Transform professional development with
t.com/learn/k12
PlayPosit. Whether you choose from our readyto-deliver PD content or customize training for
your institution, the PlayPosit platform brings
accountability and increased instructor
investment.
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Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

44

iStopMotion
3

https://boinx.com/ist
opmotion/mac/?utm
_source=App%2BStor
e%2BEN&utm_mediu
m=App%2BStore&ut
m_campaign=iStopM
otion

4 and up

film, stopmotion

Video

45

Bamboo
Paper

http://www.wacom.c
om/en/products/app
s-services/bamboopaper

4 and up

learning, studying

Productivity

46

Comic Life

http://comiclife.com/

4 and up

visual literacy,
perfect for
integrating STEAM
and Common Core
Standards

Photo &
Video

47

actionbound https://en.actionbou
nd.com/

Tell Your Story, One Frame At A Time. No other
movie making technique lets you tell your story
as esily and quickly as stop motion movies. No
need hunting for talented actors, building a
stage or even writing a script. A bit of clay or a
toy can be the instant star of your animated
masterpiece. Both teachers and students
benefit from using iStopMotion in the
classroom.
Turn your Android tablet into a paper notebook
and capture your ideas everywhere, anytime.
Taking notes, sketching, and drawing is as
straightforward and simple as using real pen
and paper.
Presenting Comic Life 3, the app with
everything you need to make a stunning comic
from your own images. Packed with fonts,
templates, panels, balloons, captions, and
lettering art, Comic Life is a fun, powerful and
easy-to-use app with endless possibilities.
Actionbound is an app for playing digitally
interactive scavenger hunts to lead the learner
on a path of discovery. We call these
multimedia based rallys 'Bounds'.

4 and up

all school subjects,
scavenger hunts

Education

6.

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)
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Title

Link

48

QuiverVision http://www.quivervis
ion.com/

49

oli.lu

http://en.oli.lu/

50

Syrian
Journey

http://www.bbc.com
/news/world-middleeast-32057601

51

The Migrant
Trail

http://theundocume
nted.com/

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

QuiverVision apps deliver truly magical
experiences enjoyed by kids, parents, and
educators alike. Our premier App is called
“Quiver” and is available on iOS, Android and
Fire OS.
free e-learning web apps and tools for
students, parents and teachers
If you were fleeing Syria for Europe, what
choices would you make for you and your
family? Take our journey to understand the
real dilemmas the refugees face.
THE MIGRANT TRAIL presents a first-person
journey through Arizona’s desert borderlands.
Play as an undocumented immigrant
attempting to cross the Arizona desert and/or
a border patrol agent attempting to secure the
border. Playing the game offers an alternative
platform to further engage conversation,
investigation and inquiry, into the themes and
questions raised by the documentary.

4 and up

Drawing

Entertainme
nt

4 and up

Education

/

math, languages,
science, games
Survival

/

Survival

Adventure

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Adventure
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52

53
54
55

56

Title

Link

Against All
Odds

http://www.playagai
nstallodds.ca

Description

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Developed by UNHCR and designed to teach
players about the plight of refugees, the game
was originally released in Swedish in 2005. It
has been translated into 9 languages, including
English.
Players take on the role of a refugee, and play
through twelve stages - depicting his
persecution and flight from his native country,
through to eventual integration into a foreign
country as an asylum seeker.
Fake it To
http://www.fakeitto
Simple text based game, where the user must
Make It
makeit.de/
publish fake news to receive money.
Cargo
not complete
Survival game, where the user has to get on a
Hidden Fleet
ship and survive on it
Parable of
http://ncase.me/poly This is a story of how harmless choices can
the
gons/
make a harmful world. The shapes are 50%
Polygons
Triangles, 50% Squares, and 100% slightly
shapist. But only slightly! In fact, every polygon
prefers being in a diverse crowd.
Reigns
http://store.steampo Sit on the throne as a benevolent (or
wered.com/app/4747 malevolent) medieval monarch of the modern
50/Reigns/
age and swipe your royal controller either left
or right to impose your will upon the kingdom.

Target group

Topic

Genre

12 to 15

Survival, War,
Conflict

Adventure

/

Fake News

Game

/

Survival, War,
Conflict
Diverstity

Adventure

History, Logical
Thinking

Adventure

4 and up

6 and up

Game
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Title

Link

Description

57

Cloud
Chasers

http://cloudchasersg
ame.com/

58

Frontiers

http://www.frontiers
-game.com/

59

Escape from
Woomera

http://www.ljudmila.
org/~selectparks/arc
hive/escapefromwoo
mera/

Guide a trailblazing father and daughter team 12 and up
through the deadly deserts of a dystopian
future. Experience multiple narrative
encounters with the weird, wicked and
wondrous inhabitants of the five deserts. Fly
high through the clouds with your trusty glider
and collect the water you will need to survive.
Reach the safe haven above the clouds by
strategically managing your inventory and
resources.
Frontiers is a 3d online multiplayer game that
/
leads its players to the borders of Europe. It
portrays a refugee itinerary from the
Your country is in chaos. Death squads and
/
gangs rule the streets. Your nearest relatives
have been killed, and you fear you will be next.
Selling your last possessions in exchange for
passage on an unseaworthy vessel, you risk
your life travelling across the world in search of
a new beginning. But when you arrive, you are
locked away in blatant defiance of UN laws.
Those who have locked you away are acting
illegally, but it is you who are treated as a
criminal…

6.

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Target group

Topic

Genre

Survival

Adventure

Survival, War,
Conflict

Adventure

Survival, War,
Conflict

Adventure
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6.

60

61

Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

Genre

From
Darkness

https://goldextra.co
m/en/from-darkness

FROM DARKNESS takes you straight to the
streets of the metropolis Nairobi. We release
an Alpha version of their documentary singleplayer experience in October 2016.

/

Survival, War,
Conflict

Adventure

Survival, War,
Conflict

Adventure

Smuggle
Truck

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Nairobi, the capital of Kenya, becomes the
starting point of a compelling investigation
exploring the lives of journalists, shop owners,
community workers, and urban refugees.
Players experience these real stories through a
fictitious character: a mother, searching for her
missing daughter who worked in this region for
many years. Through her eyes we can interact
with street children, politicians, doctors, NGO
workers, restaurant owners, and refugees, who
share their insights in interactive interviews.
http://smuggletruck.c Smuggle Truck is an over-the-top physics4 and up
om/
based driving game where you must save your
passengers by smuggling them across the
border in the least amount of time. Tilt your
truck, catch newborn babies, drive over
armadillos, and rocket your way through hills,
caverns, deserts, and forests to save the
people!
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6.

62

Title

Link

Description

Target group

Topic

ToolKit

https://toolkitgbl.com/browse

The TOOLKIT platform is centered around
Game Based Learning (GBL) - the didactic use
of digital and analog games – in kindergarten,
school, child and youth work and in families.
Access a large collection of game entries and
GBL ideas and share your own ideas, knowhow and experience. Game analyses also help
to determine the didactic potential of a game.

3 and up

Art eductation,
Education
Biology, Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Geography,
Handwork or
handcrafts, Health,
History, Math,
Music, Physical
education, Science,
Physics, English,
German, Swedish,
Spanish, French,
Latin, Other
Language Arts,
Social Learning,
Religion, Ethics and
Society, Language
and Communication,
Creativity, Economy
Enginering, Media
literacy

(please be aware that these descriptions/citations are taken word by
word from the related website which might be subject to change.)

Genre
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7. Concluding Remarks
The impact of this strategic partnership is aimed at bridging the gap between the complex
world of programming and designing games with the availability of an open and easy-to-use
tool for game authoring. Thus, this need analysis and best practice research are meant to
throw light into the potential of actively designing games for learning purposes, enhance the
digital competences of students with particular focus on media literacy and STEM education
via GBL learning.
Based on this need analysis and best practice research the CDG4E team will work together
towards the development of a user-centered game-based learning framework. The GCT will
allow students and teachers to work on game projects to dive deeper into the subjects of Fake
News and STEM. The Fake News Game will serve as one of the pilot demonstrators for the
Game Creator Tool. This will allow both teachers and students to create their own games
related to the subject. Based on the current impact of fake news across social media and news
portals, it is essential that the general public, in particular youth learn how to identify reliable
news sources. On the other hand, the STEM pilot game will be based on and inspired from a
current theme in the education STEM syllabi currently being adopted in Malta at postsecondary level of schooling. The game will serve as a precursor to and underpinned by an
inquiry-based learning approach, where students will practice both STEM-related process
skills and critical thinking skills.
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8. Appendix
Survey questionnaire (offline version)

ERASMUS+ CDG4E project
Create Digital Games for Education
Welcome to the CDG4E project – we Create Digital Games for Education!
The CDG4E team invites you to participate in this survey. The answers to the questions set in
this survey will be analysed with respect to teachers‘ and students‘ perceptions of digital
games in terms of usefulness, level of satisfaction, ease of use and efficiency. It will take
approximately 10 minutes of your time.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH in advance for your support, which is very much appreciated!
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us via info@research-andinnovation-management.com .
Best wishes,
The CDG4E team
This project has received funding from the European Union’s ERASMUS+ programme under
grant agreement 2017-1-MT01-KA201-026955 (Key Action 2: Strategic Partnerships).
The European Commission support for the production of this material does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information
contained therein
A note on privacy
This survey is anonymous. The record of your survey responses does not contain any
identifying information about you.
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ELECTRONIC CONSENT

CDG4E – Create Digital Games for Education

Information about the consent form:
Please take time to read the information here carefully and ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you
would like more information. As an invited respondent to the survey, you have the right not to accept or
withdraw from the research at any time and for any or no reason, without negative repercussions whatsoever.
If you decide to take part in the survey, you will need to agree to this consent form.
Project overview:
We are developing a Game Creator Tool which aims to be an easy to use creation tool that allows teachers and
students to create simple digital games with visual programming blocks. No previous coding knowledge is
required. The Game Creator Tool will be developed as a framework which can be extended to include new
features and programming blocks as required. As proof of concept, the first modules will allow students to create
story-driven 2D fake-news and STEM-related games.
The main design goals are:
Easy to use tool for teachers and students alike
Easy implementation of new game mechanic modules for long term value and flexibility of the tool
Providing ready-to-go graphic and audio assets for users to directly begin with game creation
Ensuring quick game development and prototyping to achieve fast results
Study Procedures:
Once you agree to this consent form, you will be asked about your needs which will require to fill several
questions, although any feedback, question or opinion beyond it will be very welcome.
Confidentiality:
People other than those running the project may look at records. Those with the right to look at your records
include all partners in the CDG4E Project, the national contact points of ERASMUS+ and the European
Commission designated officers in line with the grant agreement. You have the right to ask us to allow you to see
your records and statistics (preconditioned that you know your submission time and provide us with details to
identify your statistics). The results of this project may be presented at scientific meetings or in publications.
However, your identity will not be told at any moment. This survey is anonymous.
Compliance with EC Data Protection Directive 95/46 is secured.
Questions:
You are free to ask questions at any time before January 30, 2019. In the case of more questions about this
research, you may call the Survey Coordinator at any time: Katharina Fellnhofer +436644212920 or
info@research-and-innovation-management.com.
.
Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal:
Joining this project is voluntary (by choice). You may refuse to join and you are free to withdraw or stop at any
time. There is no penalty. The project may be cancelled at any time without your consent.
Acceptance:
You need to agree to this form. Your consent/authorization will be stored during 7 years from agreement date.
Consent: Participation in CDG4E Project activities.
Survey duration: November 2017 – January 2019
ELECTRONIC CONSENT
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Clicking on the “Agree” button and pressing “Next” indicates that:
You have read the above information.
You are clearly informed.
You voluntarily agree to participate.
Your anonymous answers can be used for research purposes.

SECTION 1  GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Please choose one category to define your primary point of view in this survey.
 Teacher
 Student
2. Please choose your age category.
 below 15 years
 15 to 18 years
 19 to 25 years
 26 to 45 years
 above 46 years

3. Please indicate your gender.
 Female
 Male
4. Please choose your nationality from the list (all countries listed).
5. Please indicate your years of experience with games in general (for example playing, designing,
developing games, etc.).
 less than 5 years
 5 to 10 years
 11 to 20 years
 more than 21 years
6. Please rate your level of experience with playing digital games. Scale from 1 (low experience)
to 7 (high experience)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. Please rate your level of experience with game based learning/using games within a didactical
setting?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. Please rate your level of experience with content production, not necessarily related to games
(e.g. producing videos, creating/coding games, etc.). Scale from 1 (low experience) to 7 (high
experience)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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9. Have you ever developed a digital game by yourself?
 No
 Yes

If yes, please specify:

10. Have you ever created content by yourself, not necessarily related to games (e.g. videos, game
assets, audio etc.)?
 No
 Yes

If yes, please provide examples:

11. If you had the chance to create an educational game, for which subject and topic would you
create one (e.g. Maths: angles)?
12. Please indicate the level of positive influence (for example positive feelings, mood, etc.) on
you of the following types of games (from 1 (not at all influential) to 7 (extremely influential)).
Please also indicate via a ranking which type of games do you play the most!

Board Games (Settlers of Catan…)

Card Games (Uno…)

Pencil-and-paper Games (Dungeons & Dragons…)

Roleplaying Games (Fallout…)

MMORPGS (Word of Warcraft…)

Strategy Games (Civilization…)

Action Games (Zelda…)

Adventure Games (Thimbleweed Park…)

Educational Games (Lure of the Labyrinth…)

Sandbox Games (Minecraft…)
13. Based on your experience what makes a game easy and simple to use (or in other words userfriendly)?
Please indicate the level of importance on a scale from (1) not at all important to (7) extremely important.
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USE Questionnaire: Usefulness, Level of Satisfaction, and Ease of Use
(Modified from Lund 2001; Davis 1989)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Using the game requires the fewest steps possible to accomplish what I
want to do.
I should be able to use the game without written instructions.
I should not notice any inconsistencies when I use the game.
Both occasional and regular users should like the game.
I should be able to recover from mistakes quickly and easily.
I should be able to learn to use (or expand) the game quickly.
I should easily remember how to use the game.
It should be easy to learn to use the game creator tool.
Please add any further ideas and details in this regard (open question):
14. Based on your experience what makes a game useful for learning and/or teaching?

Please indicate the level of importance on a scale from (1) not at all important to (7) extremely
important.

USE Questionnaire: Usefulness, Level of Satisfaction, and Ease of Use
(Modified from Lund 2001; Davis 1989)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Using the game should help me be more effective.
Using the game should help me be more productive.
The game creator tool should be useful for creating games by oneself.
Using the game should make learning more fun.
Using the game should make the learning content more accessible.
With the help of the game learners should be more motivated.
There are didactical methods available on how to use the game for
teaching.
Using the game should enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly.
Using the game should allow learners to learn something related to the
curriculum.
Please add any further ideas or details in this regard (open question):
15. Please indicate your level of desirability to the following functionalities of a game creator tool.
Please indicate the level of importance on a scale from (1) very undesirable to (7) very desirable.

No prior programming knowledge required.
Reviewing and monitoring features that track players‘ progress
There are plenty of ready-to-use assets (media content, i.e. sound,
graphics) available.
I can use my own assets (media content) within the game creator tool.
I am empowered to create my own interactive & story-driven learning
content.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Please add any further ideas or details in this regard (open question):
16. What should a game with educational value be/do?

Please indicate the level of importance on a scale from (1) not at all important to (7) extremely
important.

The game is so good that I will recommend it to others.
I should enjoy using the game.
The game should challenge me.
The game should offer great graphics.
The game should offer an immersive narration.
The game should support multiplayer.
The game should provide an open game world.
The game should include a reward system (points, badges, level-ups…).
The game should cover interesting topics.
The game should be great fun.
The game should have a strong impact for my learning progress.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

With the game I can improve certain skills and competences.
With playing the game I get a deeper understanding of certain topic.

With the game I want to learn facts about the real world.
It should be pleasant to use the game in class.
Please add any further ideas or details in this regard (open question):
Are there any other needs for games (e.g. in general, educational games, game creator tools)
which you would like to share with us at this stage?

ENDING
Thank you very much for your valuable contribution, which is highly appreciated!
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us via info@research-andinnovation-management.com.
Best wishes,
The CDG4E team
Survey questionnaire (online version)
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